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Video has the potential to transform B-to-B marketing
forever, so what are you waiting for? Here’s how to use
the channel for what you need: more sales.

F YOU WERE A BUYER looking for, say, wheels for an
interplanetary explorer vehicle, it would be hard to resist reaching out to Scot Forge,
especially after watching the videos on the company’s website. One clip features staff
talking with pride about their 100 percent employee-owned business and why they all
wear plaid. Another shows workers talking through different parts of the production
process, conveying both personality and product information. Yet another uses animation
to explain why using a forge is a superior fabrication method.
Scot Forge, which built the wheels for NASA’s Mars Rover, is an example of how a
company can use video for a variety of B-to-B marketing purposes — from generating
rapport to conveying product features, all of which can nudge a prospect toward a sale.
“If you’re the end user and you’re interested in using a company like Scot Forge, and
you see the passion and the expertise coming through in the form of a video, you might
be inclined to take the next step and do business with these people,” explains Ron
Klingensmith, executive vice president at Slack and Company, a Chicago-based agency
which helped Scot Forge produce the clips. “The goal is to be entertaining, professional,
approachable, and have emotion come through, and not just tell a bunch of boring facts
like some corporate videos do.”
Admittedly, B-to-B videos have not been known traditionally for their stimulating
content, but that is rapidly changing. Marketers are warming to the powerful opportunity
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Marketers
need to focus
on storytelling.
Make your
customer the
protagonist of
the video story,
not you.

that digital video represents, including the ability to
send targeted videos to the right decision-makers at
the right time.
“Three years ago, video wasn’t as hot a topic
among B-to-B marketers,” says Kris Oser, deputy
editorial director at eMarketer, a New York–based
research firm. “They saw it as a leisure activity.
Today, video is an intrinsic part of the purchase
funnel, used all the way from basic low-level
research to influencing the busy senior decisionmaker at the end.”
Oser points to a February 2015 survey by Regalix
which found that 78 percent of executives worldwide
said they consume video — surpassing white papers,
blogs, and newsletters. “Today’s decision-makers
spend most of their time online by themselves,” she
says. “It’s not like they rely on sales calls to get their
information. Marketers have to engage purchasers
they don’t even know, someone they’re not aware is
looking. You have to have interesting, engaging
content ready for people to find.”
While video has immense potential, many B-to-B
marketers have been slow to adopt it. A recent report
by Forrester Research found that only 19 percent of
marketers surveyed listed video as one of their top
three priorities for digital marketing in 2015. “The
reality is that video still gets a tiny share of the
marketing budget,” says Laura Ramos, vice president
and principal analyst at Cambridge, Mass.–based
Forrester. “It’s time to stop making excuses.”
Done correctly, online video can be an ultimate
sales weapon as it’s by far the most engaging and
compelling content format. Video is also highly
measurable and sharable through social media
and, with a little advance planning, it can be
used for different stages of the purchasing funnel.
B-to-B Marketer reached out to experienced video
marketers and experts to gather tips about how to
use video to turn prospects into customers.

It’s All About P-to-P

N

early all experts we spoke with said video’s
primary power comes at the top of the
sales funnel, where a compelling short
clip can show that you understand the customer’s
problem. “B-to-B marketers have focused for a long
time on telling a product story: ‘Our product was
rated No. 1 this; we have great features,’” Ramos
says. “Buyers are now saying, ‘Who cares?’
Marketers need to focus on storytelling. Make your
customer the protagonist of the video story, not you.”
High-level company overviews are most powerful
when they elicit emotion, laughter, or curiosity,
thereby forging a connection with the brand.
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Domtar, a major paper manufacturer, created a
series of humorous videos that demonstrate the role
of paper in a multiscreen world. When the company’s marketers set up a “paper hot spot” — a
living room where people were encouraged to read
books and draw on sketchpads — at the South by
Southwest technology festival, they captured footage
of people’s reactions on a video that racked up
around 100,000 views on YouTube.
“It got shared a lot on social media and was
mentioned in The New York Times; these are not
things you’re going to get with a banner ad,” says
Tom Merrick, senior partner and executive creative
director at Eric Mower & Associates, the Syracuse,
N.Y.–based agency that created the spots for
Domtar. “Video enables us to be creative and
engage people in a way that goes beyond facts and
figures. We talk about turning B-to-B into P-to-P
— person-to-person. You’re talking to people who
buy for a living, but they’re still people, so you have
to engage them at a human level in a relevant way.”

Build Your Content Machine

B

efore getting ready for your close-up,
experts say, think carefully about the
concept, tone, and overall purpose of your
videos in relation to a broader campaign. Define your
business objectives first and consider how video will
complement your other content. Basics like search
engine optimization, tagging, and segmentation are
crucial for ensuring your video shows up when
prospects raise their hands.
“Brand marketers in B-to-B need to first create
their content machine: people, process, workflow
tools, and reporting,” explains Michael Brenner,
head of strategy at NewsCred, a content marketing
firm based in New York City. “The information needs
are great in B-to-B, and the depth and kinds of
questions you need to answer are very different.
There are a lot of people involved in the buying
process — a greater mix of people to consider
— and that adds a lot of complexity.”
When developing your videos, collaboration
is key. Experts recommend working closely with
professional video experts, including writers.
You can either bring these people in-house or
work with an outside agency. But as a general
rule, video is a do-not-try-this-at-home content
type. “Hire a professional to run the video program,”
eMarketer’s Oser says. “Hire someone such as
a journalist, someone who has worked professionally to acquire and impart information in an ordered,
if not entertaining, manner. Hire professional
videographers.”

Another crucial tip: get your company’s sales
team involved at an early stage. After all, they stand
to gain the most from a video campaign’s success.
“Video is a tool to try to push people down the
funnel, to get them into contact with someone who
can close the sale,” says Matt Palmer, director of
account planning at DesignKitchen, which produced
a series of videos for Motorola Solutions, among
other clients. “The salespeople need the narrative as
much as anybody, and a video can help align them.
Half the battle is arming a salesforce with the ability
to sell. A video is a great tool to fire off to potential
clients, and it can rally the sales staff around the
simple story behind the solution.”

Repackage Your Content

V

ideo is sometimes daunting to marketers
because of its expense, but not every
video has to be a Super Bowl-worthy
masterpiece. “If you have less of a budget to work
with, consider using titles and audio, as opposed
to a production with live actors,” NewsCred’s
Brenner advises. “A lot of videos are whiteboards
on steroids and use animation and voiceover to
create a product story.”
Another budget option is to use the same shoot to
create a variety of content. “One of the beauties of
video is that, if you have enough in the can, you can
repackage it, re-edit it, put a different feel on it so it’s
more tailored to different audiences,” says Russ
Findlay, head of marketing at Hiscox, a specialist

insurer headquartered in Bermuda. “Get as much
relevant content in the can and really plan out your
video production. Think about all the different ways
you could potentially use the content you’re going to
capture. Envision your business changing. Try to get
content that you can use in 18 to 24 channels, even
if it means a longer shoot.”
“The number one word is re-use,” agrees John
Mannion, executive vice president and director of
client relations at the business communications
agency Doremus, with offices across the globe.
“We’ve created things that were originally intended
for use at a trade show, as a running video in the
background, that became an intro roll on a banner
ad or in outbound social. One piece can have many
lives. The lesson we’ve learned is to always think of
all kinds of ways to deploy video in different areas.”

Speak the Right Language

F

or B-to-B marketers, connecting with the
technical team or end users of a product
can be as essential as reaching the CEO;
these audiences tend to become involved at the
bottom of the sales funnel. Videos developed for
these audiences often have to dive deeper into the
nitty-gritty, but they should still provide more than
mere product information.
“People need to reframe content marketing to
value exchange marketing,” says Howard Sherman,
president and CEO at Doremus. “B-to-B marketers
need to stop selling and start helping. When you

SECRETS TO VIDEO MARKETING SUCCESS
KEEP IT SHORT.
“Less is more” is the mantra of
all experienced video-makers. “If
you can’t deliver a message in a
minute and a half, people will
tune out,” says Ron Klingensmith
of Slack and Company. “Even
longer format videos need to be
concise in their message, say
what they need to say and move
on, and do it in an engaging way.”

MEASURE AND LEARN.
Like all digital media channels,
video is highly measurable. In
addition to clicks and conversions,
video metrics let you see how
much people watch before they
tune out, providing insight into
where your message could be
stronger. “In an ideal situation,
you’re constantly taking measurements and using analytics to
understand your performance,
and you’re making adjustments
on the fly,” says Matt Palmer of
DesignKitchen.

HAVE A CLEAR NEXT STEP.
Every video should end with a
clear call to action, such as a
link to a landing page or a phone
number to call. “If someone clicks
the video, the next step might be
to send them product information,
or to receive a sales call and see
if they want to participate in
having a free safety audit,”
Klingensmith says. Videos can
also be produced in pieces to
enable customers to take
themselves on self-guided content
journeys. For example, a video
might end by giving viewers the
chance to watch another clip
focused on different industries.
This not only empowers the viewer,
but also lets them self-identify
their specific interests.

BE WILLING TO FAIL.
Many videos fail. “What makes
people nervous is the fear that
they’re stepping out of their
comfort zone,” says Laura Ramos
of Forrester Research. “Video is a
medium that demands a systematic approach to management.”
— C.K.
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HP HELION
BREAKS THROUGH
When Hewlett-Packard
wanted to boost B-to-B
sales of its new cloud
computing solution,
Helion, the company
hired Doremus to develop
a campaign that moves
audiences along the sales
funnel.
“Video is a tool that
can be used as you move
people from awareness to
consideration,” says John
Mannion, executive vice
president and director of
client relations at
Doremus. “It’s also about
creating a customer
journey, from not being
aware about the product
to being interested in the
solution to wanting to see
how other people have
done this.”
As a crucial first step,
HP and Doremus worked
closely together to identify
their targets. “You really
need to be clear about
who you’re marketing to,”
says Angela Rizzo,
director of demand
generation for HP Helion.

“You’ve got to understand
the personas you’re
targeting, and what they
are going to be interested
in. Then you build your
strategy around that.”
Based on their
research, the team
developed a series of
videos, investing the lion’s
share of their budget in a
well-produced, broadcast-quality video showing
potential usages of cloud
technology across
industries. “Cloud works
the [assembly] line…
drills deeper… moves
merchandise… teaches
old apps new tricks…
powers government…
speeds healing,” the
narrating text reads. The
clip was placed on the
business websites for

the Wall Street Journal
and The New York Times
and used at trade shows
and as pre-roll for
executives during
speaking engagements.
Doremus also developed a set of videos for
decision-makers who want
to “look under the hood,
who want to understand
the competitive landscape

start helping your customers and prospects by
providing content that’s useful to them, you open the
door to commercial dialogue.” (See “HP Helion
Breaks Through,” above.)
While a top-of-funnel video might deliver value
through humor or emotion, a lower-funnel one might
provide information relevant to a specific end user.
Consider the approach taken by Mx Group, a Burr
Ridge, Ill.–based agency, which created a series of
videos designed to position a client as an expert in
“distributed control system migration.” Knowing that
potential purchasers were looking for guidance in
this area, the agency brought together a group of
engineers for a videotaped discussion, which was
edited into a 45-minute forum.
“We then cut it down into digestible pieces that
we could send out as teasers and trailers; people
could submit their email addresses if they wanted to
see the whole forum,” says Tom Barg, vice president
and executive creative director at Mx Group. “This
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and where the product
sits,” Mannion explains.
These videos, which
feature interviews with
knowledgeable HP
employees, were placed
on IT and CIO-oriented
websites.
A third set of videos,
placed in various media
outlets, used customer
testimonials to showcase

the opinions of different
target groups (e.g., IT and
software developers).
“There are higher-level
execs who set direction,
and there are people who
have to deploy these
solutions day-to-day,”
Mannion explains. “We
want the messages to
work together and ladder
up and down.”
Although the campaign
is still in progress, Rizzo
says one format has stood
out as a clear victor in
the overall content mix.
“Videos are far and
beyond the highest value
asset,” she says. “Those
are getting the most
views.”
— C.K.

was important because people didn’t want to get
caught behind the eight-ball here. Having access
to these kinds of engineers, with the pedigree they
had, was enticing and really drove traffic to our
microsite.”
Barg says marketers should listen closely to clients
when finding the right video messages to convey.
“Each individual in the B-to-B audience can be very
different,” he says. “It’s not like consumer advertising:
we all buy running shoes; we all buy flat-panel TVs;
we can easily imagine the pain points and challenges
a person might have when buying these products.
With B-to-B, the audience is generally not like us.
They may be more engineering-minded, they may
be highly focused on a certain industry, they may
have certain criteria for buying that would be totally
counterintuitive to the person putting the video
together. We try to really know our audience, and
tell a story they will care about, not necessarily that
we will care about.”

